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Abstract

This paper describes the inosl recent mea.su renient s of the Forward Bark-
ward asymmetries of heavy quarks performed by the four LEP experiments.
After taking rare in the evaluation of common .systematic errors, all results are
combined to obtain:

Ab
FB = 9.4 ± O.(j(/ A'FB = 6.1 ± 1.5%

In the Standard Model frame work this leads to a value of the weak mixing at
Cf = M} of :

ZhMn" = .2323 ±0.0011

This method provides the most precise measurement of siirO'J* obtained so
far.
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1 Introduction

The cross section for the production of quark f and autiqtiark / is given by :

JZL. o I+ros20+l\FBcos0 (1)

where 0 is the angle between the incoming ( ~ and tlie ontcoining <|uark f . K<|.( 1 )
leads to (2):

At (lie pole (£,-,„ = Mz) and at Born approximation level, according to [1-2]
A0IH(MZ) is given by :

l » . / n / . :} x i;«r x t<f(lf Xy/l- \(,s

' *'*' ' (••/ +«jf)(rj + «}) +/!/(!•;+ «?)(2rJ- 4«j)+ ($£)*(?/( 1 --2/i/J

Where <•/ and «/ are the vector and axial coupling constants of the quark flavour

I". »v and n, are tlie équivalent coupling constants for the electron and / i / = , .

1.1 SiU1O[P Dependence
Neglecting the [tj and (jf-) terms, one can write e<|.(3) in term* of s'n^O'J1 :

f B ( Z ) " 1 + (1 - 4 « - » ^ ^ ) » I + ( I -

Tlie sensitivity of .4^g to SiH2O1J1 for the up. down quarks and leptons is shown in
ligure I. Typically for sin2O'Jf = 0.23 one gets :

liftHiisf of llii.s liigli spusitivity of . 4 ^ to sh/2/1',/*. -4/.:^ j.s one of tlie most precise
t<"st of Standard Model.

1.2 M/o/ 'and M///f,Y,v Dependence
J Compared to T/,/,. the asymmetry A'yg is weakly sensitive to the vertex corrections Mi

-I because these corrections are cancelled in the ratio ~ i [I]. For this reason, the Top ,1
• ' ' • !

I'll aiul Higgs mass dependence results mainly from the variation oi SIn1O1JJ with these ,U
J musses in the MMM frame. As it i.s visible o)> fjf>me.s 2 «JKI 3. an arcnj-acy of 0.005 J

on .-lj-w will provide a sensitivity to .\/;\,(, of '-W (!cV aiul a change of one unit in
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Figure 1: sitrO'J1 dependence of A*F
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Figure 2: MTop dependence of . 1FB
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Figure 3: MHiM. dependence of AFB
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Figure 4: Energy dependence of A'FB

Results in figures 2,3 and 4 are obtained with Zfitter program [3j for a3(A/z)=0.123
A/z=91.27 GeV, MT O P=150 GeV (fig 3,4), M f f /GGS=300 GeV (fig 2,4)



1.3 QED, QCD, Energy Corrections
To deduce t lie pole asymmetries AFg. A'F% from the measured asymmetries, different
correct ions listed in Table 1 should be applied as follows :

- J/o.= -^FB + ^QED + ^QCD + (6)

Within the Standard Model framework, all these corrections are estimated from
'/fitter prograinm [3] for the following parameters:

• Mihaa., = 'JOO CJeX' .Shu,, = 150 CJeV

• O11(Mz) =0.123 ±0.007 . M2 = 91.187 ±0.007 GeV [4]

• Kbeamx2 = 91.27 CJeV center of mass energy of the measurements [5]

The QED corrections are mainly due to initial state radiations and the QCD
corrections are calculated for k=0.75 [I]. To take into account the difference between
the averaged beam energy and the nominal value of y/ïi equal to Mz. we have to
apply a correction Ag. a,s shown in figure 4.

b quark
c quark

AQED

- 0.004
- 0.010

Açr/j
- 0.003
- 0.002

AE

+ 0.002
+ 0.003

/ : i lions to bt applied to dn'ucf pole asymmetries from measured
asymmetries.
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2 Ab
FB and AC

FB Measurements

During the years 90-92. each LEP experiments has collected roughly 1.3 million of Z
events, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 43 pb~l. The results pre-
sented here include the already published ones (from 90-91 data) and those obtained
by a preliminary analysis of the 1992 data.

To select Z0 —> bb events, one uses the well known properties of heavy mesons:
Hard fragmentation, large mass, semileptonic decays of mesons and long lifetime.
Selecting leptons (e.//) with large momentum p and large transverse momentum /)•/•
w.r.t the parent jet (lepton excluded from the jet) is one method for b tagging,
applied by all experiments. The second one is based on lifetime tag method.

Two different tagging techniques are used to select Zu —• cc events. One is
based on the semileptonic decays of charm and the other uses D"^ identification.
In the following sections, the results obtained by the different tagging methods an1

discussed in details.



2.1 Inclusive Lepton Tag results
2.1.1 Principle

Asking lor |> greater than 2 GeV and pr greater than 1.2 GeY. the IJ efficency varies
from r> to 15 'A (depending on detector performance) for a typical purity ol'SO'X.

As the charge of the lepton is correlated with I lie charge of the quark, the charge
of the quark is tagged with the lepton charge. The thrust axis of the event is used
to give the direction of the quark. It is oriented towards the hemisphere containing
the negatively charged leptons. VVe define the variable y as following :

// = COx(0,,u,,rk) = —Ql-flfii X ('<>*Uhhn,.tl) ("i)

With this convention the thrust axis points in the direction of the b quark for W)
«•vents and in the direction of c for cc.

Finally, due to mixing in the B" — Ii" system . the observed l> quark asymmetry
• \'j!:H i* smaller than the actual asymmetry by a factor (1 — 2\/,). According to [."i]
we use for all results the same value of \/,

U = 0.115 ±0.00!) ±0.006 (8)

2.1.2 Pull pr Analysis

To use the full statistics and to improve the sensitivity on the asymmetry measure-
ment, an maximum likelihood fit in the p versus p-p plane is performed to measure
A'j,H and .l',,H. This method is applied by ALEPH[O]. DELPHl[T]. M[S.!)] and
OPAL[IO]. In L-5 analysis [S]. the unbiiined likelihood function is determined from
the number and type of the Monte Carlo generated leptons found within a rectan-
gular box centered on each data lepton in the (p./ir) plane. One allows the size of
the box to increase until a minimum number of Monte Carlo leptons are included
inside (lie box. The likelihood function C has the form :

T h e i n d e x k i n d i c a t e s t h e c a t e g o r y of t h e l ep ton s o u r c e t y p e . A A ( Z ) is t h e n u m b e r of
•'.' s i m u l a t e d M o n t e C a r l o l e p t o n s of t h i s c a t e g o r y found in t h e b o x w i t h d a t a l e p t o n /'.

I/„,,•(/') is t h e a rea of t h e box a n d <&(//,) is t h e a c c e p t a n c e lor t h e c a t e g o r y k of e v e n t s .
The w e i g h t s Hi-(Z) a r e d e t e r m i n e d by t h e e x p e c t e d a n g u l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n g iven t h e

.f/ polar angle of the thrust axis of the data event and the asymmetry of the possible ^L
J* sources of the event (Table 2). ' 1

1J ĵ Wtii) = i+^Ai-Hx-{f7f (10) )H
là '

Another advantage of this method is its angular eHiciency independence assuming
tha t :



•-JK.-

• tin' y dependence tor acceptance </;. is tIK* same lor all k sources of prompt
leptous

• the response of the detector is the same lor positive ami negative particles.

2.1.3 High i>r Analysis

ALKIMl experiment [11] performs this analysis where a fit (e<|.ll) is made on the
y (eq.V) distribution for events with high />j (/••/- > 1.25CuI") leptons. A direct
measurement of A'].-B can l>e done with this method, while AFB is assumed from the
Standard Model {A'FB = CAFB). An angular acceptance correction is applied Io
the data, this correction has to he known preciselv.

where A"FB = Y.'l=i fkAFB. assuming C
(o A'j,H are given in table 2.

I ,iol's M M

= 73 (MSM). The different contributions

L-
Class

AyB [JuU1n)
h\%) (high I>T)
A1I-B ( /"<// ' / ' r )

1
I>->1

A'FB

7G.6

A1FB

2

b-*c-»l
-A'FB

5.14

-A",B

:5
b-» c ^ /

A'FB

0.96
AFB

4

b-» T ->1

A FB

1.1

A'FB

5
c-+ 1
-1^FB

•).<.}

-CA",,B

0
back

Al,,nk

10.1

/ViWf J : Contribution to A'FB of difft mit sources of prompt Uptons for botli

methods.

2.1.4 Results
Before combining results together we have to divide sy.steinatics uncertainties into
two da-sses :

The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties (I1 sys): These uncertainties de-
pend typically on the detector performances: The different sources are listed below

«I

• Kfliciency and acceptance for pit,...; ' leptous selection.

• TIK' contribution of the non prompt background.

• Jet axis resolution influencing the P1 determination.



Ml..

The corre la ted sys temat ic uncer ta in t ies (C sys): These uncertainties reflect
our imprecise understanding of the production decays of haillons containing l> and
c <|uark. A Uig elfort to make results comparable and to evaluate each systematic*
uncertainties was performed by the " Electroweak Working group" [4], In table 3.
tin- dilferent sources of errors are given with the theoretical model and experimental
references together with their contribution to A.-l'j.-^. Taking lor all data the same
value of \/, is already a progress. Iu the future, to make results more comparable, it
would be nice to use for Hr(b—*\). Br(c—>1).T,,,,. F1.,- the same values (central value
and uncertainty); This is up to now not really the case.

( 1OiTfIated systematic*

v.
Br(I)-I)

Lepton momentum spectrum
in B rest frame( ACM.ISCW)

Br(c-»1)
Lepton momentum spectrum
in I) rest IVaIMe(ACM.ISCiW)

Fw-,.r,,
Fragmentation < x/, >. < .t\. >

Uncorrelated systematic*

Experimental Reference

LEP

LEP. AHGl1S. CLEO

DELCO.MAHK 111

LEP

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.001
0.005

7 Vi Wf J : Contribution to A''Fg for diffmnt sourer* of Systematic* lncirtaintifs.

One can clearly see from the figure 5. Forward-Backward asymmetries observed
by each LEP experiments. Detail results are summarized in Table 4 and are con-
sistant between themself. The weights are determined using the statistical and I lie
iuicorrelated errors. Finally with the lepton tag method, one gets :

AFB = 8.8 ± 0.6 (Mo) ± 0.1 (I si,s) ± 0.1 (C '*>)*)% (12)

AFH = 6.7 ± 1.:} (sta)± 1.0 (CSIJS) ±1 .1 (Csi/s)7, (13)

Exi
AL
L3
OP

Ks
AL
I)F
L3
OP

M-rimeiit

EPII (00-01) (//.e)
(00-02) (//.e)
AL(OO-OI) (/M>)

«Miment

EPH (00-02) (//.e)
LPUI(01-02) (/,)
(00-02) (,i.e)
AL (00-01) (/i.«>)

Method
Full PT

Full P r

Full P7

Method

High Pr
Full P T
Full P7

Full P7

Hadronic Events
0.48 million
1.05 million
0.36 million

Hadronic Events

1.10 million
0.04 million
1.05 million
0.36 million

A'f-B

0.0

0.0
1.1

• I/-*
8.10
10.2
0.10
0.10

(stat)

±2.0
± 2.2
±3.0

( s l a t )

± 1.0
± 1.6
±1.0
± 1.8

(U Sys)
± 1.5
± 2.2
±1.7

(V Sys)

±0.1
±0.0
± 0.5
±0.1

(CSys) •/)
± 0.0
±1.1
± 1.1

(CSys) '/)
± 0.3
± 0.8
±0.3
± 0.6

7'«4/f / ; AFH and AFH obtained by tach LEP tr/Hri:inlit with thr Upton fay
III I til Oil.
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2.2 Quark Charge Asymmetry Measurement

Another way to identify l> haclrons is to look for experimental signature of their long
lifetime using microvertex detector. A 85 'A b purity is obtained for an efficiency
varying from -U)1A to (»0'/{. This efficiency is limited by the tracking precision and
resolution.

On ;i enriched sample of I) events, the method of quark charge measurement
is applied to determine A'py. The Forward-Hackward asymmetry ArB of fermions
leads to the average charge in the forward hemisphere < Qp > as follows:

< Qh > = ; 5— = 7 7 = </ X —j——j - f/ x AFB ( 11)
(Tp + O], CTf + (Tf) O'f + OB

The charge flow < Qt-u > is then defined as follows :

< QFB > = < QF >-<QB >= ' V x • IFB = * ' x -^FB (!•'»)

At the liarlron level:

• t>f < 2</J': A-' is usually determined from Monte Carlo simualted events or coukl
l)e measmed lor I) as it will be shown below.

• Only a global charged asymmetry is measured : < Qm >= £/=i tf x Apgp1

where p* is the fraction of flavour f events. (// ~ SO'/)

• The charge hemisphere < Qn > is obtained by longitudinal momentum weight-
ing with respect to the thrust direction.

^ = E a i ! ; - ; T ' I'' « = ( 0 . 5 - 1 . 0 ) (K.)
2J,=Ï K . - f r l "

t 2.2.1 Results

';- • The ALEPH measurement Iu the ALEPH experiment, the measurement of
< QPH > was performed with *.)2 data < QPH > is defined as:

<QFH > = £ *'< ''4((X /

'•J Where C'/-"^fW ' s ' ' " ' visible asyiniiietry (according Io I he geometrical acceptance)

, [•] lor the llavour f and pf is the fraction of events containing I lie <|iiark f.

i'}\ As the event sample is dominated by b"s. it is very important Io know the precise
_J value of e''. Two measurements of />'' are available from data. A first one uses high

(p./i/) leptous. o(l and the charge in the opposite hemisphere are determined as
detailed below:



(I - 2 \ ) H =
1

l,,,tn\ ( IT )

wliich Rives.
/I,'1,,, = 0.1165 ± 0.00-12 ± 0.00-19

A second method measures tlie degree of charge retention via the difference between
the widths of Q/.1B and Q = Qi. + QB distlibations.

bl = 0.1432 ± 0.004S ± 0.0039

Data samples for both methods present a very small overlap and the values obtained
by these two independent methods are consistant: The combined value after lifetime
correction is:

/>JuHi,, = 0.1428 ± 0.0032 ± 0.0035 (18)

For the non b's, tf and the acceptance factors C* are taken from the Monte carlo
simulation. All the values are given in the Table 5.

f

pi

I)
0.88

0.1428
0.62

C

0.087
0.137
0.58

ilds

0.032
0.258.0.148.0.16C

0.57

•5.1 Accfplanet. fraction a ni cliaryt stparation for tach flavor

The measured value of < QFB > ls given below:

<QFB >= -109.6 ±12.2 ±2.6 x 10" ' (19)

which further yields A'FB :

Al-g = ^M ± 1-20 (sta) ±0.5 (/'.^.S) ± 0.2 (Csy»)% (20)

Unlike previous lepton-tag results, the current measurement does not, require a ( I -
2 \ ) correction to AFB. However, through bt, . the jet charge measurement is in-
fluenced by mixing of about 1.7 less than ',,. lepluii tag measurement and in I lie
opposite way as it is shown in [13]. We can also remark that the systemat ic uncer-
tainty of this measurement is low and comparable with the systematic uncertainly
obtained with the lepton-tag method.



The DELPHI measu remen t With 91 and 92 data, the DELPHI experiment
[I I] measured a global observed asymmetry AF'SH :

The direction of the l> quark is given by the lowest Qn- Then it is possible to fit the
asymmetry on the cux(Oti,,ust) distribution, after acceptance corrections performed
on data. The probability to assign the good charge to the quark (factor Cf) is
deduced from a monte carlo simulation and is equal to 0.68 for 1) events; It means
t hat t he observed asymmet ry will be reduced by a factor (2f '/-1 )• The ( 'f parameters
and the fraction of events for each flavor are given in the table 6.

Class

P;(%)
<"/(%)

Aj

1

IUl

:?
71

2
AtI
4

Gl

3
SS

4
70

•4FB

1
CC

10
59

'CA"FB

5

b/>
79
fi7

AFB

Titbit <>: Cj IHtI(IIiIf If r* «ml fmclion of errnh for (itch flavor

I'inally the observed Forward-Backward asymmetry is :

!Extracting Ah
FH from (eq.20). one obtains:

%

(22)

(23)A"FB = ll.C ± 1.9 (.s/«) ± 1.7 (r.s,/.s) ±1 .1 (C

Compared to the ALEPH measurement, systematic uncertainties are large: this is
due Io the use of monte carlo simulation for the determination of the C? parameters
(the hemisphere charge distribution of bit events depends on the relative abundance
ol the /3/,,,,/,,,,,, the relative /?;„„(,„„ decay modes and the fragmentation properties of
b quark; all (hose uncertainties affect the détermination of C1')

Combining both results, the LEP measurement of A'FB with the jet-charge
method is:

A'FB = 11.0 ± I.0(.s/«) ± O.ô(r.s;/.s) ± 0.2(('.s//.s)% (21)

2.3 D* Tag Analysis
Prompt c ami c from Ii decays fragment into D" which decays in D0JT.

C -t D'+ -t D0TT+ C -* D" -* /)°!T~

The charge of D" is used to measure the charge of the primary quark assuming that
t Ix-charge of the pion with the lowest momentum is the charge of the D'. Compared
to the asymmetry measurement with the lepton tag. it provides a sample of Z" —> cc
with higher purity. It is to be noted that (his method is more sensitive to charm
asymmetry than bottom asymmetrv.

1
IO



2.3.1 Events selection

To select charged D". I)" are reconstructed through the following decay modes :

I , I)" _ N-K+

• I)" -» A'-^+TT-TT +

• IT -» K~K+(K°) (Satellite)

Analysis of above mentioned decay modes is peformed by the three LEF experiments
ALEI1H[Ir,]. DELPHI [16] and OPAL [17]. The K" from the satellite mode are
reconstructed only by ALEPH experiment. To enrich the event sample in D" 's.
|.1//j. — î //joI lias to be equal to 136 ± 5 MeV and .171. ( .Vp* — g

 p* ) has to be
greater than [0.2-0.4] because D" 's originating from c-qi.dlks are produced at. larger
.(/)• than D" 's coming from b. so the purity in charm events increases by selecting
high momentum D".

2.3.2 Asymmeiry Measurement

ji The angulai distribution of a quark q can be parametrised as :

the c quark forward- ackwaul asymmetry AFB is measured from a likelihood fit in
the (.V;j«,y) plane ,.s follows:

Log c = Y. L°f) ( É ° • < u ) x U x ( 1 + •/; + ^ A;.BUJ ) ) ( 26 )
., = 1 \;=1 '' /

n,(//) is the acceptance, / , is the fraction of class i events: the different contribv'io:)
1 are reported below:

, ' ' • Class 1: cc events where AFg = AC
FB.

' • - • Class 2: W)events where . 4^ / = /flu.4j.-B+ /fli/-4j,-B(l — 2\,() + /B,.4j.-B(l — 2 \ , )
\./ = 0.161 ± 0.026 ( AR(JUS - CLEO). \ s = O.r, varying form 0.21 -» 0.5 (

•' LEP. ARGUS.CLEO).

t- • Class :}: background events where the observed .4pB*'- is determined with the
data.iiti

11



2.3.3 Results

Results tor each experiment are summarized in the table 7. The errors are prédom-
inant Iy due to statistics. The main contribution to the systematic error conies from
the background asymmetry (0.6 %). (lie knowledge of !)/> asymmetry (0.6 %) and the
effective B mixing. As previously, we separate systematic errors into uncorrelated
(selection of events, background asymmetry, c events fraction etc) and correlated
(.-!/.•#. \/.>. \.v. etc) errors. Using statistical and un correlated errors to determine the
weights, the combined LEP measurement for AFB with this method is :

AFB = 5.4 ± 1.8 (*ta)± 0.5 (Cx1,*) ± 0-8 (Csys) % (27)

Experiment

ALKPH (90-91)
DELPHI(91-92)
OPAL (M-92)

Hadroiiic Events

478 k
950 k
12m k

AFB (sta<) ( I ' Sys) (C Sys) %)

6.8 ±4.2 ±0.7 ±0.6
4.8 ±2.7 ±1.5 ±1.0
•5.2 ±2.8 ±0.9 ±0.8

3 Final results

3.1 sin26rJf

Combining the measurements obtained with all methods, the final results for AFB

and A'pij fire:

AFB = 9.4 ±0.5 ±0.4% \2/d.o.f = 4./r> (28)

AC
FB = 6.1 ±1.1 ±1 .1% \2/d.uJ = 4.5/5 (29)

One deduces the respective asymmetries at the Z pole and at the Born level after
QED. QCD and energy corrections (e<|.5)

.4^g= 9.9 ± 0 . 6 % . 4 ^ B = 7.0 ± 1.5% (30)

Finally, the sin20j! value extracted from .4")'' is (figure 0):

Sin
2O1Jf = 0.2323 ± 0.0011 (31 )

Compared to all other measurement [5J. this result is one of the most precise at
the moment. As a test of the standard Model, we use this value of ."In2O]/1 to
determine A°FB and we obtain : A0

FB = "i'A which is in very good agreement wit h the
measured value (eq.29): even if we know there is some correlations between the two
measurements. Finally, according to the SM predictions, in term of M,,,n it becomes
for M H inys equal to 300 GeY.

C$2)

Io be compared to tlie global LEP value [<\-, Cornell]:
\ll-KP _ \r.(:+l~ +1')U7. 1 (.(»

1
12



3.2 Energy dependence

The asymmetry predicted depends on renter of mass energy, ('sing the 91 data
produced outside tlie peak, we have divided data into two sets. The results are
reported ii> TaI)Ie S.

Experiment
ALEPH

L3

OPAL

LEP
Average

2.7
10.2

2.5
0.2
7.1

13.1
3.7

A'FH (%
± 3.9
±3.7
±5.1
± 4.2
± 5.4
± 1.1
±2.7
± 2.4

± 0.5
±0.9
±0.7
±0.7
±0.7
±1.3
± 0.5
±0-7

89.4
92.S
89.67
92.81
89.06
92.75
89.6
92.8

7«Wf S : off peak iiifiisumnt »/s of AFB

I'igure 7. sliows the nieasured energy dependence of AFB in comparison with the
Model expectation for SIn2O1Jf — 0.2323.

4 Conclusion
Iu the last two years AFB and AFB were measured with a improving accuracy, as
visible from Table 9 . This is not only due to increase in the statistics ImI also to a
better understanding of systematic errors.

ApB(%)
AJ.-S(%)

91 ORSAV[
12.3 ±3.1
6.4 ± 4.9

16] 92 DALLAS [17]
9.3 ±1.2
7.2 ± 2.7

93 PAVIA Conf.
9.4 ± 0.6
6.1 ± 1.5

7ViWf !) : ApD mid AF[i nimsuri wmlx sinct 91.

AFB is now determined by two independent methods with comparable precision.
This is very useful to check the systematic uncertainties. A'pB is measured with an
accuracy of 23 Vr, One can still hope for improviiients with the full set of data to be
collected with LEP I.

Providing an accuracy of 0.47 V< for sin2O'Jf. ApB is already one of the most
precise test of the Standard Model.
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